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Introduction
No holes are safe from hard cocks and huge toys at Ass Gonzo.  If her mouth and pussy are already
entertaining some dicks, then her ass will get jealous if it�s not also invited to the party.  But have no
fear, because these stunt cocks will crash through her backdoor in no time flat!

Adult Review
Ass Gonzo features some of the Net�s raunchiest anal sex scenes and makes them available to viewers world wide in
stunning high-definition video and magazine quality photo sets!  These nasty Euro sluts get both gagged and gaped by the
thickest dicks in porn.  There are already 35 episodes in the anal archives of the site and each has a rough edge to it, so expect
to see plenty of hard and fast hip thrusting action, hair-pulling, and sexy moans of resignation from the whores getting
pounded out in each anal sex scene!  <br />  <br />  The anal sex videos at Ass Gonzo offer a great mix of content.  You�ll
find couples, MMF threesomes, and even a few two-couple foursomes all getting equal attention.  Every episode is available
as a crystal clear High Definition porn download or quality xxx movie stream, either as full length clips or in dial-up friendly
chunks.  None of the downloadable content is protected by DRM, and there are several non-HD options that are also
available.  <br />  <br />  The videos are each about 30 minutes long and a sexy new scene is added every week. To build
suspense they add a new 5 minute clip daily, with the full length file made available on the last day of the week.  What a great
way to build up anticipation for the grand ass fucking finale!<br />  <br />  All Ass Gonzo scenes also come with huge photo
galleries featuring more than 250 individual pictures in each. The photos are magazine quality high-res downloadable images
and look just as crisp as a real life anal whore standing a few feet away from you! Presented in 1500 x 1000 resolution, these
sexy photos are good enough to keep in any serious collector's archive.<br />  <br />  Membership to Ass Gonzo usually runs
$24.95 a month but as a special discount offer to readers of The Tongue, you can get full access for only $19.95 per month
simply by clicking the free preview of Ass Gonzo linked on this review page! You also get full access to all of the Included
Sites listed on the right side of this review as well.

Porn Summary
The whores at Ass Gonzo love to get filled to the hilt with massive lengths of man meat and oversized man-made plastic sex
toys!  They feel incomplete when only their pussies and mouths are occupied, and need to have their sphincters stretched in
order to be ultimately satisfied!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Pumping in tight asses and pumping out high quality porn!'
Quality: 93  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 85
Support: 88 Unique: 81    Taste: 92        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
Just Over 18 Gonzo (85) ,Lesbian Gonzo (84) 

Porn Niches
Anal, Booty, Discount Porn, Exclusive, Extreme, HD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.95 Preview: 3 Days for $3.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 35
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